
Introduction

The Convention of 29 May 1993 on Protection of Children and Co-operation in Respect of Intercountry Adoption (1993 Adoption
Convention) provides for the collection and exchange of statistics on intercountry adoption as a means to promote co-operation amongst
Central Authorities, verify that safeguards are met, and facilitate the provision of post-adoption services. Access to these statistics allows
stakeholders to monitor the operation of the Convention, develop policy, and identify good practice in intercountry adoption.

HCCH Guide to Good Practice No 1 recognises the utility of statistics in measuring the effective implementation of the 1993 Adoption
Convention (para. 189). In particular, when analysed alongside economic and demographic data, statistics can help stakeholders
understand the fundamental nature of intercountry adoption and monitor its geographic and temporal trends.  

The last meetings of the Special Commission (SC) have also underlined the importance for States Parties to submit general statistics on an
annual basis to the Permanent Bureau using its standard forms (Rec. No 9 of the 2005 SC, Rec. No 30 of the 2010 SC and Rec. No 49 of the
2015 SC). Therefore, the Permanent Bureau would be very thankful if States, insofar as they have not already done so, could complete
the updated standard forms for each year, from 2000 to the present year (States do not need to resubmit statistics that have previously
been furnished). The forms are also available on the HCCH website at < www.hcch.net > under “Adoption Section” then “Statistics”.

States are encouraged to submit completed forms by e-mail to < secretariat@hcch.net >.

http://www.hcch.net/


State: Monaco
Year: 2000

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2001

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.



State: Monaco
Year: 2002

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.



State: Monaco
Year: 2003

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.



State: Monaco
Year: 2004

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.



State: Monaco
Year: 2005

M F M F M F M F

Slovakia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2006

M F M F M F M F

Slovakia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

          

Total number of adoptions

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions of 
special needs children 

[3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and 
between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by 
relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.



State: Monaco
Year: 2007

M F M F M F M F

Cameroon 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

2      2

Total number of adoptions 3           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2008

M F M F M F M F

Burkina Faso 1 1           
Polynesia 1 1           
Slovakia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

3 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

2      2

Total number of adoptions 5           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2009

M F M F M F M F

Russia 1 1           
Polynesia 1 1           
Slovakia 1 1           
Thailand 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

4 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

9      8

Total number of adoptions 13           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2010

M F M F M F M F

Slovakia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 1           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2011

M F M F M F M F

Madagascar 2 2           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 2           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2012

M F M F M F M F

Ethiopia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 1           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2013

M F M F M F M F

India 1 1           
Polynesia 2 2
Russia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

4 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 4           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required

Annual adoption statistics for receving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2014

M F M F M F M F

Ethiopia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 1           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2015

M F M F M F M F

Slovakia 2 2           
Madagascar 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

3 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 3           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2016

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

1 1      1

Total number of adoptions 1      

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2017

M F M F M F M F

Slovakia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 1           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2018

M F M F M F M F

Slovakia 1 1           
Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 1           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



State: Monaco
Year: 2019

M F M F M F M F

Total number of intercountry 
adoptions

0           

Total number of domestic 
adoptions

0           

Total number of adoptions 0           

Note [1]: This number includes adoptions completed in the State of origin and adoptions completed in your State.
Note [2]: If your national statistics are compiled according to other age groups, please indicate accordingly e.g. if you only count the number of children under 5, you should combine the two columns here that refer to children under 1 year old and between 1 and 4 years old. 

Note [3]: Children with special needs are those who may be suffering from a behaviour disorder or trauma, physically or mentally disabled, older children (usually above 7 years of age), or part of a sibling group.

Note [4]: Intra-family adoptions include step-parent adoptions. If possible, please indicate separately in this column the number of intra-family adoptions that are step-parent adoptions.  If your national statistics do not distinguish adoptions by relatives, please state “n/a”.

Note [5]: Please add as many States as required.

Annual adoption statistics for receiving States

State of origin
Total number of 

completed 
adoptions [1]

Age and gender of child at adoption [2] Number of adoptions 
of special needs 

children [3]

Number of intra-family 
adoptions [4]<1 1 to 4 5 to 9 >10



État : MONACO
Année : 2020

M F M F M F M F

Slovaquie 2 2           
Polynésie française 1 1           
Nombre total d'adoptions 
internationales

3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0

Nombre total d'adoptions 
nationales
Nombre total d'adoptions

Note [1] : Ce nombre comprend les adoptions finalisées dans l'État d'origine et les adoptions finalisées dans votre État.

Note [2] : Si vos statistiques nationales sont recueillies selon d'autres tranches d'âge, veuillez adapter le tableau en conséquence : par exemple, si vous ne comptabilisez que le nombre d'enfants de moins

de cinq ans, il faudra fusionner les deux colonnes consacrées aux enfants de moins d'un an et aux enfants de un à quatre ans.

Note [3] : Les enfants ayant des besoins spéciaux peuvent souffrir de troubles du comportement ou d'un traumatisme, être atteints d'un handicap physique ou mental, être plus âgés (généralement plus de

sept ans), ou faire partie d'une fratrie.

Note [4] : Les adoptions intrafamiliales comprennent les adoptions par un conjoint. Si possible, veuillez isoler, dans cette colonne, le nombre d'adoptions intrafamiliales par un conjoint.

Si vos statistiques nationales n'opèrent pas cette distinction, veuillez faire figurer la mention « s. o. ».

Note [5] : Veuillez ajouter autant d'États que nécessaire.

Statistiques annuelles d'adoption pour les États d'accueil

État d'origine
Nombre total 
d'adoptions 
finalisées [1]

Âge et sexe de l'enfant à l'adoption [2] Nombre d'adoptions 
d'enfants ayant des 
besoins spéciaux [3]

Nombre d'adoptions 
intrafamiliales [4]<1 1 à 4 5 à 9 >10
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